Mindful Parenting
“Getting IT Right”

T.K. Kang
Clinical Psychologist
The Nurturing Education
Digital Devices are Growing With Connectivity
Technology Changed their World


   - Aaron Swartz
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Impact on Us?

Past to Present

How technology is used and ways it is changing us
Balancing Act: Physical Vs Inner World vs Digital

My Views in 2000

My Views in 2010
2015 and Beyond

Future of Learning, Play and Technology

What is real education?
From Alone Together
Embrace what technology offer for innovative immersive learning
Positive Technology Development

Six C’s by six C’s Model

Marina Umaschi Bers, 2008
Learning in the Community
Playful to Purposeful Powerful Play
Expressing Powerful Ideas by Doing

Being Physical and Digital
“This is not just a matter of giving a laptop to each child, as if bestowing on them some magical charm. The magic lies within -- within each child, within each scientist-, scholar-, or just plain citizen-in-the-making. This initiative is meant to bring it forth into the light of day.”

- U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, 2005
Journey with your children

"Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think."
-Albert Einstein

with technology ...
Good Luck & Raise your Children Well

Handout on Parenting guidelines

Contact: tkkang@nurturingasia.com